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2002 Odonata Highlights
Mark O’Brien
Last year was an interesting one, and there was a lot of
activity in Michigan. The spring started early all over
Michigan, followed by a really cool period. May
seemed like March, and then June was cool at times.
This apparently did affect some pond species, as I had
reports of late or smaller emergences from many areas.
With that early warm weather, we had early April
sightings of Anax junius in the UP, as well as
Sympetrum corruptum (Sean Dunlap). That early
flurry of activity was followed by some Anax junius
getting snowed in at Benzie Co. (Carl Freeman).
The Dragonfly Society of the Americas meeting was
held in Lewisburg, WV, in late June. Marjorie and I
had a great time there, and the mountains were a great
treat for us. As always, the DSA meetings are
wonderful times to meet other like-minded people, and
the comraderie on the field trips is great. We didn't see
any "lifer species" on that trip, but WV is certainly in
need of surveying.
For me, the summer's highlight was the Great Lakes
Odonata Meeting at Higgins Lake during the first
week of July. Although the attendance was low due to
the July 4 holiday, we had a good spread of
representation, and everyone had a great time. The
key finds on those collecting trips were Aeshna
sitchensis and Cordulegaster obliqua in Alpena Co.
and, finding another population of Hine's Emerald near
Alpena. I don't think anyone who saw hundreds of
Nannothemis bella and Amphiagrion saucium at the
fen near Misery Bay will ever forget that event.
The last trip to the Huron Mountains was also very
productive, bearing several more new records,
including Gomphus quadricolor. A total of 79 species
is now listed from that area. The manuscript on the
Huron Mountains is now in the hands of the editor of
the Bulletin of American Odonatology, and should be
published some time this year.
Carl Freeman was a man on a mission, as he traversed
the state numerous times in search of as many species
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of Anisoptera as possible in one season. His records
and voucher specimens from his travels added a great
deal of information, and 80 species of Anisoptera in
one season in one state is pretty amazing. In addition,
a percentage of sales of his Dragon Hunter T-shirt
made a nice donation to the MOS account at the
UMMZ.
Julie Craves and Darren O'Brien combed the
backwaters of Wayne and Lenawee Counties last
summer, and got themselves two state records Ischnura hastata and Dromogomphus spoliatus
(collected by Carl Freeman). In addition, their record
of Anax longipes near Ives Road Fen is a good omen.
It shows that you can find good stuff practically in
your own backyard.
John Farmer brought in a box full of specimens from
the past few seasons of collecting, and of course, there
were many good records there. Noteworthy ones are
Somatochlora linearis from Allegan Co., Aeshna
mutata from Washtenaw Co.
Greg Swanson added more observations on
Williamsonia lintneri and more records of other
species from Kent Co., an area with a variety of
interesting habitats.
Myles Willard, a nature photographer in the Thumb
region, has been a wonderful source of photographs,
and he has made some good collections in the past
year, with many new records for Tuscola Co. He also
has collected at some productive spots in the Upper
Peninsula. Myles lives near some interesting habitat,
and I encourage others to work with him in that area.
In early August, we had the field trip to Lost Nations
State Game Area in Hillsdale Co. It was a memorable
trip -- very hot, and the water in the fen was very cool
(as Julie can attest). We saw lots of Aeshna
tuberculifera, and added many new county records,
including Somatochlora tenebrosa.
I thank all of you that contributed in some way to the
mission of the MOS– whether in the form of donations
of money, specimens, observations, time, or sweat. As
a volunteer-based survey, we are doing pretty well,
and considering how few field observers/collectors we
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have in a state the size of ours, we have done great
work. Let's hope that 2003 will yield yet more state
records and more populations of those harder to find
species. The results are up to you!

Notes from the Editor
This issue of Williamsonia comes to you as a hopeful
reminder that spring is but a few months away. If
February is the shortest month, then January must be
the longest, or at least it seems that way. The winter
blahs should soon be replaced by the spring ahs.
Great news regarding the next Great Lakes Odonata
Meeting -- it will be held in Minnesota and hosted by
the Wolf Ridge Center, and coordinated by Kurt Mead.
This year's meeting is slated for late July, so it ought to
be a good time to escape to the Lake Superior shore
and see some very scenic and productive areas. Kurt's
announcement follows later in the newsletter. I hope
many of you will be able to attend what should be an
excellent gathering of Ode-watchers in a very fine
facility. One thing to keep in mind is that travelling to
GLOM 2003 may entail traversing the Upper
Peninsula, unless you opt to fly or take a ferry from
Ludington to Manitowoc, or drive N from Chicago. If
you go the UP route, remember to give yourself an
extra day or two to collect along the way. We are still
in need of as much UP data as possible, and what
better way than having GLOM attendees gathering it!
Specifically, bog and fen habitats as well as the many
small lakes ought to be good Aeshnid hunting, and
Emeralds will be numerous in late July. Some
gomphids will be out, although the peak emergence
time will have passed.
Speaking of collecting, now is the time for you to
assess your field gear and supplies, before the spring
collecting/observation regime starts. Field notebooks,
glassine envelopes, and vials are the typical
consumables that I can provide the MOS collectors.
Most of the really active collectors have already been
receiving such supplies from me. I recommend the
Rite in Rain style notebooks, since they don't turn into
a mess when (or if) they get wet. That's always a
possibility when we work around water. Pencil works
best for notes, because it does not run or fade with
time. I know many collectors don't think about the
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GL_ODONATA@YAHOOGROUPS.COM
is the place to exchange information with other people
interested in Great Lakes Odonata. You'll benefit from
being able to read through the archived messages, and
of course, post photos and ask questions, etc.
the URL for the group is:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/gl_odonata/

longevity of their notebooks, but we have an extensive
collection of them here at the museum, dating back
over 100 years. They are a fascinating and useful
resource, and reveal quite a bit more than an insect
label will tell us. So, consider that your filed field
notes may also be used by someone researching a
habitat or collecting event 20 or 30 years from now. It
may be the only written description of a habitat or
behavior. In any event, please use some sort of
notation to match your notes with the specimens. The
standard MOS guideline is to use the collector's initials
followed by the year, month, day, and a number. For
example, mine would be MFO-030621-5 for June 21,
2003 and the 5th collecting event or location that day.
This system works well and is in general use by others.

Vouchers and Photographs
There has been considerable discussion of this topic of
late on the dragonflies mailing list (odonatal@orion.ups.edu, and the list archive is at
http://orion.ups.edu/pipermail/odonata-l/). There are
people that feel that a photograph is as good as a real
specimen, and that even sight records should count as
vouchers. Well, a voucher is a "sample." One cannot
verify a sight record 10 days or even 10 years after the
said event. Not that sight records are without merit,
but in the process of coordinating this survey, several
facts should be expressed:
1. Every identification should be subject to
scrutiny.
Case in point -- literature records have been checked
against the specimens. These specimens were either
originally mis-identified (as in the case of Kormondy's
record of Somatochlora tenebrosa, which was actually
hineana), or the taxonomy has changed, so that what
was one species is now several.
2. Verifiable records need to be accessible. The
specimens in the MOS database have unique numbers,
as well as where they are located. I have corrected
identifications many times, and was able to relate that
back to the database. Likewise, when unusual records
are indicated, I can go back to the specimens and look
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at them again. Maybe the identifications have to be
corrected, maybe not. But, I can't do that with a sight
record. Keeping specimens in an accessible collection
also ensures future use and protection of the integrity
of the data.
3. Photographs are not readily verifiable. I have
often been given beautiful photos of specimens that I
cannot ID to species. Either the male genitalia are not
discernable, or some other vital character is missing.
Odonata are 3-D, and in a photo we can only see what
the camera's depth of field and the insect's orientation
will allow us to see. Sure, there are lots of times we
can ID a species from a photo, but I really think as we
get more and more people out there with digital
cameras, there will be more pretty photos of Odes, but
lacking the depth of field to ID many of them to
species. (Please do not take photos of teneral
specimens or female Lestes or Enallagma and expect
anyone to be able to ID them!)
4. Specimens have use for future studies. Actual
specimens have value far beyond the mere act of
vouchering a collecting event. They may be used in
future systematic revisions, molecular analyses, or
biogeographic information. A specimen you collect
may turn out to be the evidence for a hybrid zone or
used in a description of a new species.
Having listed the items above, I do not want to
discourage anyone from taking photos or listing sight
records. The fact that you visited an area and saw
species X does not mean that information is worthless.
Far from it! If you did not collect a voucher, that's a
good reason for you or someone else to go back to that
area or for everyone to be on the alert for that species.
At a single locality, a yearly log of species emergence
times and abundance can provide us with better
information on populations and flight periods.
Obviously, there are times when a group goes out and
everyone sees a Tramea carolina but nobody could
catch it. Do we count that sight record or not? It's still
not a voucher, but it can be noted in a way that makes
it clear that the species was seen by 8 people at close
range. How about photos? If a slide shows all the
aspect of a species, why can't we count that? How do
we preserve the information so that others can verify
the record? I suspect that we could do this digitally in
our database, with an image field, but there is the
problem of future verification as noted above. A slide
or photo could be placed in an envelope, just like a
specimen, too. Maybe that is something to consider.
But at this time, I would not recommend that
procedure, since I do not know what effect fumigants
may have on transparencies. At best, a good photo
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could at least be evidence of a species in a county, but
not count as a voucher for a state record. I encourage
you to capture those specimens that are hard to identify
and especially ones that may possibly be new records.
In summary, voucher specimens are the ideal record.
One may argue over the taxonomic status of a species,
but you can't argue over the physical presence of the
record. There has been a suggestion that databases
allow sight and photo records, and to indicate them as
such in the data. That bears consideration.
One thing begs further mention here, and that is the
data that accompanies the specimen. In an ideal world,
all specimens would arrive with latitude and longitude
data, in addition to the state, county, township and
more precise locality data. I don't expect everyone to
use a GPS unit, but at least Township, Range and
Section data would be very useful. Narrowing a
locality to a section is certainly better than just listing
the township. One thing you can do after you collect,
is to go on the web to Toposzone.com and find where
you were on a map and then enter the lat./long.
information. If you have a Delorme Street Atlas
program you can also use it that way. Geo-referenced
data is now becoming more critical because mapping
software demands it, and that data can then be used in
a variety of ways for anyone looking to match
biological collections with other types of data. In the
end, it makes the collection data more precise.
LOOKING AROUND WASHTENAW CO.
Several years ago, I published a list of species known
from Washtenaw Co. (O'Brien, 1998). Since then, a
lot more collecting has taken place, but there are still
many habitats and natural areas that have not been
visited. Even the Huron River needs more attention, as
now there is a possibility of finding Dromogomphus
spoliatus here [see Craves and O'Brien, Williamsonia 6
(3&4), 2002]. What I propose is that those of you
familiar with interesting habitats, email me or write to
suggest places in Washtenaw County that may be good
spots to visit for routine sampling. In addition, I
certainly encourage anyone to go ahead and look for
interesting habitats and collect on their own. Fens,
seeps, springs, wooded creeks, bogs, and streams are
desirable. However, as we have seen recently,
established ponds can also yield new records due to
northward incursion of southern species (Ischnura
hastata). Just because we have looked previously at a
lake or pond, does not mean it shouldn't still be visited
again (and again, and again). Just be sure to leave
those Ischnura verticalis there.
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A Summary of Carl’s “Big
Year”
Carl Freeman
Of the 115 or so species of Anisoptera in Michigan I
managed to see 80 in 2002. I accomplished my main
goals of seeing new dragonflies and investigating
habitats away from Benzie Co. Thanks to Julie Craves
and Darrin O’Brien locating it first, I was able to
collect the first state record for Dromogomphus
spoliatus. In some ways, I learned as much from the
species I did not see as the ones found. It is hard to talk
about dragonflies without a weather report and the
cold wet weather in May and June set me back a
month. Then the heat in the UP in July was like an
oven. Some highlights follow…
April 13th brought the first dragon of the year, an Anax
junius (1, numbers following species indicate order in
which seen) at a pond on our property in Benzie Co. I
almost threw a bucket of corn intended for the ducks
on it. A real surprise, as I was not even looking for
dragons yet. This date is two weeks before my earliest
date in Benzie Co.
May 4th found me in pursuit of Williamsonia lintneri.
A search of the site at Howard Christensen Nature
Center turned up empty except for common species
like Epitheca canis. My hopes rested with Steve Ross
in Mecosta Co. and his usually reliable sites. As we
began walking along the edge of the bog Steve pointed
one out right away. I could not spot it against the
ground until it moved. Eventually I was able to
photograph it and Steve had his digital camera only
inches from it. I was even able to add it to my “touch”
list as it landed on me! This proved to be the only one
seen by Steve this year.
May 15th, after more cold weather I was out looking
for Williamsonia fletcheri, and tried Steve’s bog in
Mecosta Co. again. After a couple of hours of
unproductive searching I was walking back to the car
and systematically looking at the trunks of every tree.
Much to my amazement I spotted a dragon perched on
the trunk of an aspen! Knowing where and when to
look is so important. It was a very cooperative Ebony
Boghaunter and I took too many photos of it. Even
when I used my hand lens to look it did not flush. It
seemed plenty warm enough to me but I saw few
dragonflies flying. On the way home I found another
one for a Benzie Co. record.
May 21st, the first Plathemis lydia emerged at my
pond, two weeks late.
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June brought more cold weather, down to 20 degrees
for days that wiped out the cherry crop & delayed
emergence times.
June 18th, on my second trip to Warren Woods in
Berrien Co., I finally found a Tachopteryx thoreyi. Of
course it was on the other side of the river and after
returning to the car, driving around the block, and
walking a trail in, it was amazingly, still on the same
tree trunk. I took some photos but it was out of reach
of the net. It made several flights out to catch insects
but returned to the same tree.
June 27th. On our way back from visiting our son in
Indiana, at the pond by the “Michigan Welcome” rest
area along I-94 in Berrien Co., I saw three species of
pennants:Celithemis elisa, eponina, and fasciata (35).
The banded pennant was a new species for me.
June 29th. Wonderful time observing, catching, and
photographing Macromia illinoiensis in the Ocqueoc
River. It was very hot again and I went downstream
from the falls area which was overrun with “tourists”
cooling off in the river and sunbathing.
June 30th. Piers Gorge on the Menominee River. One
of the hottest days I can remember in Michigan. I
collected Arigomphus cornutus, other gomphids, and
saw other dragons but no Ophiogomphus howei, which
I was hoping for.
July. Amazing numbers of Emeralds in the UP– Soo
Junction, Rapid River, and two tracks off M-123. I
collected Somatochlora incurvata, forcipata, walshii,
minor, and williamsoni, along with Cordulia shurtleffi
and Dorocordulia libera. I had great looks at S.
williamsoni patrolling over a puddle in a two track off
the Point La Barbe road west of the bridge. I missed
Hine’s Emerald, though I looked several times in
known locations.
July 10th. Progomphus obscurus (48). I walked to an
old boat launch on the Platte River where I found the
Common Sanddragon last year and one was sunning in
the same exact spot as last year. If I did not know
better I would have been tempted to think it was the
same individual.
July 19th. Cordulegaster obliqua (50), Presque Isle
Co. A real surprise from a ditch beside the road. The
striking pattern on the abdomen shouted “new species”
as I removed it from the net. This turned out to be the
second Lower Peninsula record, as Margi Chrisincke
had caught one earlier near Alpena.
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July 25th. Somatochlora tenebrosa (60). After several
attempts to find this species I thought would be easy in
my “backyard,” I finally caught one in a field along the
swamp late in the evening.
July 30th. Stylurus scudderi (65). A “stake out,” and
based on records in the MOS database I picked a spot
that looked easy to get to along the Brevort River. I
drove there, waded into the river and there it was! I
also watched Boyeria vinosa females laying eggs on
logs along the edge.
July 31st. Ophiogomphus colubrinus. On the map, I
picked out Rock Rapids on the Carp River to explore.
Arrived early and nothing was flying yet, but the
habitat looked good, so while I waited for it to warm
up I found a cooperative Coral Hairstreak to
photograph. Back at the rapids I spotted a dragon fly
up and land in the sun on some birch leaves
overhanging the river and caught my first Boreal
Snaketail. A good example of being in the right
habitat at the right time.
Aug. 2nd. After surveying in the morning at Camp
Owasippe for the Nature Conservancy, I headed for
Swan Creek in Allegan Co. to find Stylurus amnicola,
which I caught there a couple of years ago. After going
farther downstream than I anticipated, I managed to
catch a Stylurus specimen. Back at the parking lot, in
the DFTB book it looked like Stylurus laurae (70),
instead of S. amnicola. Later in the museum, Mark
confirmed the identification as Laura’s Clubtail.
Aug 3rd. MOS field trip to Lost Nations St. Game
Area. Great time in the field with other enthusiasts. I
managed to catch a female Somatochlora tenebrosa
that made only the third location for Michigan. I hope
to make it back to this fen to spend more time and look
at the butterflies that others spotted.
Aug. 13th. On the Betsie River in Benzie Co. I caught
a Stylurus scudderi that was supposed to be S. notatus.
I was looking for a S. notatus (usually common this
time of year) to draw. but the one that came out of the
net was a Zebra Clubtail instead, and another county
record. Later I found it to be common farther upstream
and present on the Platte River, too.
Aug. 20th. Pantala hymenaea. Some of my favorite
habitats are the interdunal ponds along Lake Michigan,
but local sites had mostly dried up. There are larger
ponds at Ludington State Park and a trip there resulted
in a Spot-winged Glider, a lone dragon feeding behind
the fore dunes. I have caught this species there each
time I have tried in August.
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Aug. 26th. I was canoeing the Little Muskegon with
Steve Ross. After the morning warmed up the dragons
started flying and we caught three county records for
Steve; Stylurus laurae & spiniceps (73), & Hetaerina
americana. Steve had been looking for the ruby-spot
and it flew right between us over the canoe. Near the
end of the trip I spotted Perithemis tenera for number
74. Canoeing is a great way to survey streams and I
highly recommend it.
Lower Huron River: Two trips here produced Stylurus
plagiatus and Macromia taeniolata, both new to me.
Also, I got good photos of Stylurus spiniceps. My
search for Dromogomphus spoliatus (77) was
successful on Sept. 6th with the help of my wife Ginny
who steered the canoe while I wielded the net.
I ran out of time and species to look for after finding
the common late season meadowhawks and darners.
On Sept. 12th at a pond at Whitefish Point, Aeshna
interrupta was number 80. I looked in vain for rarer
northern darners, but just like fishing, sometimes the
one remembered best is the one that got away.
While searching Whitefish Point for darners I was
startled to see a “red” saddlebags hovering in the wind
just out of reach. It was right above me against the
blue sky and its red saddlebags were lit up like a neon
sign. It landed in the top of a jack pine and as I was
approaching it, a gust of wind blew it off the perch
and it vanished. Simply “teleported” never to be seen
again. Maybe next year!
Editor’s Note: I think Carl’s big year is quite
impressive, and it looks like quite a challenge for
anyone to top it. Any takers out there?

News from an Ode-watcher
Josephine M Clark
In 1998, Williamsonia vol. 2-#4, when I was a dragonobs-baby, two short pieces were published under my
name. One recorded an interaction between a dragon
and a plover. The details of that piece are accurate:
I’ve observed plovers since I was a child and rescued
the wings of the dragon to be sure of identification. For
the other, in my inexperience I recorded too few field
characteristics to be certain later of correct
identification. Now that I am at the toddler-observer
stage and have the detailed field reports in E.M.
Walker’s Odonata of Canada and Alaska, I feel I
probably watched Sympetrum sp. ovipositing. At least
I am so unsure of my notes that I will need to see
eastern amberwings ovipositing on the same lake again
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before this location should remain part of the Michigan
record. I do list a female Perithemis tenera from a hike
earlier that summer based on size, abdomen shape and
rings, plus wing color and markings. I am sure because
I was startled by both her shape and color. Therefore,
it is worth trying to collect Perithemis tenera for the
Benzie Co. record.
In the past few years I have had a single opportunity
each summer to participate in a group Odonate outing:
Carl Freeman field trips, entomology symposia and
Mark O’Brien-led Odonate meetings. While my
favorite experiences with jewels on the water are
alone, the group outings are one of the fastest
opportunities I’ve found for improving my field
observation/identification skills. In 2002 I spent a
single day, out of three possible, at the Great Lakes
Odonata meeting on Higgins Lake. There, I learned
from a wonderful mix of professionals, plus Odoadvocates who shared a wide range of experience
levels. The least question was taken as seriously as
was the most experienced and we all learned from
them. Families of many ages also added observational
skill and interest. I sincerely hope this multistatemulticountry opportunity continues.
My partner and I are the new owners of a truck-camper
rig. When we removed the camper for storage this fall,
we found four different Odonates with useful parts
remaining on the bed of the truck among various
wasps and other bugs. We found an entire Calopteryx
maculata, thorax with reddish hairs, lightly ambered
wings with darker wing roots and what seems to be
reddish stigma; an abdomen of Sympetrum male (the
hamules are too dry for me to identify without tearing
the dragon apart and, since I have no field record for
collecting, I see no reason to destroy it); an entire
Tramea lacerata; and a headless male Libellula
pulchella that gave his life so I would pay attention to
the yellow stripes on its thorax.
If you only go dragon hunting in the sun you may be
missing easy observation opportunities. There are three
ways to approach dragons almost as close as holding
them in hand, yet not disturbing them. I’ve been within
a foot of various Sympetrum on cold mornings and
evenings simply by walking where I’ve seen them
flying in the sun; it is marvelous to watch new
emergents in the chill of daybreak; and I’ve entered the
territory of hunters on land or lake by moving toward
their perch when they go off to hunt. The most fun
using this technique, summer 2002, was approaching
various Celithemis elisa in my kayak on Pearl Lake. I
was nose to nose with them; so close I could no longer
record identification details.
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GREAT LAKES
ODONATA MEETING
July 23-27, 2003
(aka, GLOM 2003)
Explore the Western end of the Great Lakes in
Minnesota’s Arrowhead Region along the North Shore
of Lake Superior. The area is blessed with rivers,
streams, lakes, marshes and bogs and countless breathtaking vistas. We will base out of Wolf Ridge
Environmental Learning Center located atop the
Sawtooth Mountains. We will be walking distance
from two lakes (one boggy and the other is deep and
rocky), and two trout streams. Short drives will bring
us to a myriad of under-surveyed waters, including
newly-found Aeshna subarctica habitat.
The Great Lakes Odonata Meeting is an
opportunity for Odonata enthusiasts in the Great Lakes
Region to meet and share information, as well as
experience some of the habitats in Northeastern
Minnesota and the Odonata species living there.
Accommodations will be provided by Wolf
Ridge and will include comfortable dormitory housing
and meals either in the Dining Hall or provided by
Wolf Ridge in the field. You will have the opportunity
to use the two indoor rock climbing walls and
challenge yourself on the Adventure Ropes Course.
Families are invited to come along and either use
Wolf Ridge as a base from which to explore the
beautiful North Shore, join us in the field or attend
classes at Wolf Ridge.
Field trips to some of the region’s most beautiful
(and Odonatically interesting) waters will be visited,
including a day trip paddling in the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW) and, weather
permitting, a remote swimming hole below a waterfall.
The Odonata of the Arrowhead Region are
under-surveyed and new finds abound. National
experts have listed the Damselfly populations of
Minnesota as particularly in need of survey work.
Preliminary schedule is as follows:
July 23, Wednesday
Arrive after supper to check in and look around.
During an evening social gathering, we will finalize
our plans for the week and get to know each other.
July 24, Thursday
After breakfast in the Dining Hall, we will visit
the two lakes at Wolf Ridge; one deep and rocky and
the other shallow and bog-bordered. There are canoes
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at both lakes for our use (including a 36 foot Montreal
canoe). After lunch in the Dining Hall, we will survey
the two streams at Wolf Ridge; the famed, rocky
Baptism River and the marshy, beaver-dammed
Sawmill Creek.
July 25, Friday
After breakfast we will load up Wolf Ridge
canoes, bag lunches and a campfire supper and car
pool to the Baker Lake entrance of the BWCAW. A
wide variety of habitats is available within walking or
canoeing distance of the landing including Peterson
Lake which was one of the sites where Somatochlora
cingulata was first discovered in Minnesota in 1999.
We will return after dark.
July 26, Saturday
After breakfast we will pick up bag lunches and will
carpool to several remote habitats, including a newlydiscovered Aeshna subarctica habitat; a small, fishless
bog pool surrounded by black spruce, floating mats of
sphagnum, thousands of pitcher plants and bog
cranberries.
We will return before supper.
July 27, Sunday
Check out and departure after breakfast. It is
possible that there will be a short field trip with Bob
DuBois near Superior, Wisconsin for those who are
headed east or south and are not in a hurry to get
home.
Potential family schedule:
Families are encouraged to use Wolf Ridge as a base
from which to explore the many natural and historical
sites of the North Shore. They are, of course,
welcome to join us in the field as well, especially on
Friday as we travel to the BWCAW and will be gone
all day.
As a special consideration for families who join us at
Wolf Ridge, we will offer a day of classes at Wolf
Ridge while we are out in the field. This will occur on
Saturday and class topics can be decided by those who
wish to participate. Potential classes include such
topics as Voyageur or Ojibwa Culture, Animal Signs,
Beaver Ecology, Bird Studies and many more and they
will be led by professional naturalists on staff. We’ll
decide what classes you want to take when we get
together on Wednesday evening.
In addition, Wolf Ridge has two indoor rock climbing
walls and two adventure ropes courses that will be
available for our group’s use in the evenings.
Cost:
$205 per person, which includes all meals, four nights
of housing, linens, classes and equipment at Wolf
Ridge.
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Housing is dormitory-style with bunk beds. To keep
costs down you will be sharing rooms with other
GLOM participants. You may request more private
accommodations, but your costs will increase. Wolf
Ridge will try to accommodate families accordingly.
Call for information.
Your fees can be reduced if you wish to camp nearby.
Call for more information.
Transportation to and from the airport in Duluth (1 1⁄2
hours away) may be available for a reasonable fee.
Call for more information.
To learn more about Wolf Ridge Environmental
Learning Center go to www.wolf-ridge.org
For more information and call Kurt Mead at
218.353.7378
Email: mndragonfly66@yahoo.com
For registration call Wolf Ridge at 800.523.2733 or
218.353.7414
Or register online at www.wolf-ridge.org

OHIO ODONATA BOOK
This book is one you’ll want to have on your shelf!

Ordering Information
Glotzhober, R.C. and D. McShaffrey (Editors). 2002.
The Dragonflies and Damselflies of Ohio . Ohio
Biological Survey Bulleting New Series Volume 14
Number 2. ix + 364 p. $40 plus shipping and
handling ($6) and Ohio Tax ($2.30 if applicable).
The Ohio Biological Survey is pleased to announce
the release of this new book on the dragonflies and
damselflies of Ohio. This volume represents the
culmination of efforts by the Ohio Odonata Survey and
Ohio Odonata Society over the last ten years to collect
and compile information about the odonates of Ohio.
The book contains chapters on the natural history of
odonates, a history of Ohio odonate workers, 15
multiple-image color plates, illustrated keys and
species descriptions and distributions. The illustrated
keys are designed for not only the professional but also
the serious amateur -- with over 460 line drawings to
explain the characters described in the keys. The
species descriptions include a discussion of habitat
preferences, behavior and distribution, with county dot
maps for Ohio and a flight line showing when adults
have been reported in flight in Ohio. Eleven authors
worked on the various chapters, providing a baseline
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documentation of Ohio's species and a valuable
resource for further study.
You can order this book for $40 plus $6 postage and
handling and $2.30 Ohio tax by sending a check or
money order to:
Ohio Biological Survey, Inc.
P.O. Box 21370
Columbus, OH 43221-0370
Be sure to specify if you want the spiral-bound version
for easy opening in the lab, or the Smythe-Sewn
(stitched) version with a label on the binding - both
versions are soft cover (Hint: Get BOTH). Quantity
orders of ten or more copies are available at a 30%
discount.

wing. Small subcostal, cubital, and anal veins are
present but their arrangement awaits further analysis
and are quite unlike any other Odonata genera known
to me.
Thorax and abdomen are metallic emerald green.
Terminal two segments are laterally compressed and
expanded dorso-ventrally forming a large vertical finlike structure. The unique mouth parts consist of a pair
of twisted blade-like structures which extend outward
from the mouth opening. These structures are capable
of complete rotation around the mouth. Morphological
examination suggests that they are modified mandibles
with contributions from the distal parts of the labrum
and labium. Other mouth parts and head appendages
are present but considerably reduced and await further
study.
Internal morphological examination shows a near
complete reduction of wing muscles but a strong,
inflexible basal attachment point of the wings to the
thorax. Apparently the creature is not capable of
flapping flight propulsion. Instead, propulsion is
provided by the rotary blades extending from the
mouth.
Nothing is known about larval stages and little about
adult behavior. One might assume that the rotary
mouth parts help dispatch the prey, about which
nothing is known. But, perhaps, tree swallows and
bats should take warning!

MEGACALOPTERYX ROTOSTOMA
Richard C. Fleming
A very large Zygopteran was found in a dormant state
in our yard last January. Clearly this creature was new
to the Michigan Odonata and close examination
determined that it indeed was an entirely new genus
and species. It has tentatively been given the name
Megacalopteryx rotostoma. An appropriate common
name is as yet controversial but Giant Jewelwing and
Rotary-faced Jewelwing have been suggested.
A brief description follows:
Megcalopteryx rotostoma
Length: 81.28 cm. Mesothorasic wings total a span of
106.68 cm. Metathorasic wings total a span of 106.68
cm. Upper surface of all wings is smoky black while
under surface has blue-green highlights. A white
stigma is present. Nodus is reduced. Unique venation
is characterized by eight large cross veins per wing
extending from the heavy costa to the trailing edge and
a single large median vein extending the length of each
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(Editor’s Note: No word on whether Richard has flown his
new creation!)

2003 NORTHEAST REGIONAL
DSA MEETING
The 2003 Dragonfly Society of the Americas
Northeast Regional Meeting will be held in Marietta,
Ohio from May 23 to May 25, 2003.
Marietta is at the confluence of the Ohio and
Muskingum Rivers and is directly across from West
Virginia. Collecting locales include sites on the
Muskingum River (home to large beds of endangered
mussels) and the Little Muskingum River. Both rivers
are dependable sites for Macromia , which is actually
easy to catch in the limited confines of the Little
Muskingum River. It might be a bit early for
Macromia , but other May catches include
Basiaeschna janata ,Gomphus exilis and quadricolor ,
and Tetragoneuria cynosura (or whatever Nick is
calling it this week). In addition to these sites, there
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are 3 lentic sites lined up for collections, as well as
numerous smaller streams tributary to the Little
Muskingum within the Wayne National Forest.
Collecting permits are not required for Odonata in
Ohio unless one is collecting on protected lands such
as state parks; we will make arrangements for such
permits. We are also hoping to make arrangements
with the USFWS for transportation to the Ohio River
Islands National Wildlife Refuge; several of the
islands are adjacent to Marietta. Meeting and lab space
will be available at Marietta College. There are many
lodging possibilities ranging from typical chain motels
near Interstate 77 to the Historic Lafayette Hotel
located right at the confluence. Camping is available
at private campgrounds and sites maintained by the
Forest Service. When not collecting, Marietta is home
to a number of antique stores (including one that
specializes in tools) and museums. Across the river,
Fenton Art Glass is located in Willamstown, WV (and
they will be having a sidewalk sale that weekend).
There are numerous restaurants, including one on a
paddlewheel showboat moored in the Muskingum
River. A website will be set up with meeting info,
watch
www.marietta.edu/~odonata/meeting/nedsa.html or
contact Dave McShaffrey ( mcshaffd@marietta.edu )
for details as they develop.

"butterfly" turned up over 15,000 auctions, and the
term "beetle" turned up 4400 auctions, but 80% of
those were for the Volkswagen variety. So it may be
safe to say that Odonata are number two on the
selling chart among the insect-themed items on eBay.
If you need to accessorize your field equipment, I am
sure the rhinestone-jeweled dragonfly pins will really
perk up that olive drab field vest. As for the body
piercings, please don't tell me.

A sheet of stamps from Malaysia

Hunting Odes on the Bay
Mark O'Brien
How often have you searched for an item on eBay,
only to see one or two auctions that match your
description? If you type in dragonfly or dragonflies
in the search box, you will not have that problem. A
recent search yielded 3,000 auctions featuring
dragonfly items of some sort. From the tacky to the
whacky, you'll find them there: body piercing jewelry
(now that's something I don't need) with rhinestoneencrusted dragonflies, dragonfly-themed outlet
covers, wine glasses, a dragonfly watch, wallies
(whatever those are), "Tibetan Bohemian Dragonfly
Necklace"; Tiffany-style lamps, embroidered quilt
pieces, candle holders, gardening items, stamps
featuring dragonflies; and yes, even real dead
dragonflies!

Dragonfly Wine –
I don’t know if you have
seen this Pinot Grigio
variety at your stores, but it
is in an attractive blue
bottle. It is a tasty white
wine, and might be just the
drink to serve at the next
MOS field trip – or at least
AFTER the field trip!
Have you spotted an
unusual use of a dragonfly
logo on merchandise? Take
a photo and send it in to me
and it’ll go in the next issue
of Williamsonia.

I recall doing a similar search a couple of years ago
and finding about 20% of what is up on eBay now.
Perhaps it has something to do with the popularity of
eBay, or maybe it's also indicative of the popularity
of dragonfly-themed items. A search under the item
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Epitheca cynosura may not be what you think it
is. According to Nick Donnelly, collections of E.
cynosura in Ohio have been including Epitheca
costalis, a similar-looking species. Closer to
Michigan, there appear to be intergrades between
E. costalis and E. cynosura! In a collection from
Washtenaw Co. from John Farmer, I found one
male that was intermediate between the two
species. I urge anyone collecting Epitheca in
southern Michigan to look carefully, and when in
doubt, collect specimens for further investigation.
This could be an interesting project. There will be
more information in the spring issue of
Williamsonia.

web: http://insects.ummz.lsa.umich.edu/michodo/ mos.html
email: mfobrien@umich.edu
mail-group: michodo@umich.edu
(734) 647-2199
fax: (734) 763-4080
If you like Williamsonia, and would like to contribute towards
its operating expenses, make your $10/year contribution
payable to the University of Michigan Museum of Zoology.
Mailing Address:
Michigan Odonata Survey
c/o Museum of Zoology - Insect Division
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1079
Regents of the University
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Laurence B. Deitch
Daniel D. Horning
Olivia P. Maynard
Rebecca McGowan
Andrea Fischer Newman
S. Martin Taylor
Katherine E. White
President of the University
Mary Sue Coleman, President
Museum of Zoology
David Mindell, Interim Director
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